
T here are few living sports figures who can claim as much uncontested 

praise and adoration as former Tampa Bay Buccaneers coach Tony Dungy. 

Known for his calm demeanor, his positive approach and his refusal to treat 

his players with anything but respect, Dungy is considered rare – if not an 

anomaly – in the cutthroat world of professional football. He earned Tampa’s respect 

after transforming the Bucs from a losing team that no one paid much attention to, 

to a team that made the playoffs year after year. He won our hearts with his warmth, 

honesty and humility in an atmosphere that enables big egos and dog-eat-dog 

competition. When he went on to lead the Indianapolis Colts to a Super Bowl victory 

over the Chicago Bears in 2007, Tampa fans were cheering him on. 

 Whether you’re a Bucs fan, a Colts fan or football illiterate…everyone loves Tony. 

And depending on who you talk to, he means different things to different people 

– beyond football. He’s a mentor, philanthropist and hands-on volunteer through 

charitable organizations like all All Pros Dad, Basket of Hope, Family First, Big 

Brothers/Big Sisters, Boys and Girls Club and the Prison Crusade Ministry, among 

others. He’s written books for children and adults and his memoir, Quiet Strength, 

co-written with Nathan Whitaker, was a New York Times’ bestseller. In the Christian 

community, he’s extolled for proudly claiming his beliefs publicly and living by 

example. All of these roles, I soon learn, are not compartmentalized “jobs” but 

belong to the same desire to live his life the best way he can. 

 I meet up with Dungy and his wife, Lauren, on a bright November morning 

(Lauren’s birthday as it happens) at Woodbridge Elementary in Town ‘N Country. A 

well-behaved group of third-graders pool into the media center to hear the Dungys 

read a book they co-wrote, You Can Be a Friend. I imagine little fingers pointing, 

oohing and ahhing and waving furiously the way kids do when they see one of their 
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heroes in the flesh as they see the star 

couple. But it’s not the kids who are 

giddy with excitement (too young to 

know Dungy from the Bucs’ days) – it’s 

the teachers. Plastered across the back 

wall, their camera phones are eagerly 

poised and ready. When I remark to 

one of the teachers that the kids must 

be looking forward to this event she 

chuckles: “The kids? I’m the one who 

can’t wait!”

 (It’s quite evident that nearly a 

decade after Dungy’s reign as the Bucs’ 

coach, there’s no shortage of love for 

him here.)

 Both clad in polo shirts, the Dungys 

introduce themselves, warm up the 

audience (they crack a couple jokes 

and ask questions) and begin reading. 

Inspired by their own family (they’re 

parents to 7 children ranging in age 

from 2-to 26-years old), the story 

is about befriending someone in a 

wheelchair, getting past appearances 

and valuing people based on who they 

are rather than what they can do. The 

Dungys’ son, 11-year old Jordan, who 

at 2 was diagnosed with a congenital 

insensitivity to pain, spent time in a 

wheelchair himself. 

 “We wanted to write books to help 

encourage children. So we thought 

as we experience these things in 

life, wouldn’t it be great to share 

them with others?” Lauren, a former 

schoolteacher, says.

 One of the underlying messages 

of their 8-book series and, as it 

turns out, their parenting style – is 

to allow children to make choices 

for themselves and learn from their 

mistakes, which Dungy points out is 

very similar to the way he coached. 

 “The kids are going to experience 

different things and problems which all 

kids go through. We want to help them, 

to guide them and let them make their 

own decisions…not tell them what they 

should do,” Dungy says. 

 Another major part of the Dungys’ 

parenting philosophy is to provide a 

solid foundation to which children can 

return and draw guidance from as they 

get older. That foundation includes 

doing things together as a family (they 

love playing Scrabble and bike riding) 

and communicating. Whether they 

bring their younger kids with them 

to schools and let them take part in 

reading a book to a class or just talk 

with them about their day during the 

car ride home (instead of turning on 

the radio), those little connections 

throughout the day add up. Their 

communication includes knowing who 

their kids’ friends are, Lauren explains. 

She says it’s vital to know the families 

of their friends and spend time with 

them, “know what they’re about.”

 “Communication is the key. Talk to 

your children,’ Lauren says. ‘Sometimes 

they internalize something and you’re 

not even aware it’s going on. Last night 

we didn’t go trick-or-treating, we went 

to a little party at our church and after 

we sat down with the kids and just 

talked. I think that was really good. 

Instead of just digging into the candy 

and going to bed we got feedback 

from them about what they saw and 

what they enjoyed.”

 Dungy relates his experience as a 

coach and son to the influential role 

his parents played in his life, citing 

the many locker-room talks where he 

quoted his mother or father. Parental 

influence, he asserts, may not be 

evident until children are older, but 

it’s there – part of “falling back on the 

foundation.” While his mom stressed 

being honorable, honest and having a 

good reputation (Dungy remembers his 

mother frequently saying “your word is 

your bond”), his dad – a college science 

professor – made it a point to help 

every student achieve the most he or 

she could. Both of these lessons carried 

through with Dungy into adulthood and 

now the lessons he passed on to his own kids 

are manifesting themselves too, Dungy says. 

 “Our son, Eric, got interviewed by the 

school newspaper at the University of 

Oregon and they asked him at the end of the 

interview, ‘what’s the one thing your dad has 

passed on to you about football?’ And he 

said it wasn’t really about football. He said, 

‘For what does it profit a man to gain the 

whole world, yet forfeit his soul? …That’s his 

[Dungy’s] favorite bible verse.’ That came as 

a shock to me. We would’ve never guessed 

he would’ve said that. You take in things and 

years later it comes out. You don’t think it’s 

registering, but it is,” Dungy says, looking at 

Lauren and shaking his head, as if he’s still 

amazed by their son’s response. 

 Another aspect of providing that solid 

foundation for their children is leading by 

example. They both nod in agreement as 

they discuss the importance of “modeling” 

good behavior – from how they behave as 

adults in their everyday life to how they 

treat the less fortunate. The Dungys, who 

will spend the holidays in Tampa, talk about 

how they and their children will volunteer 

at a local charity, adopt a family, and go 

shopping together for wish-list items rather 

than just writing a check. 

 “I think it’s important to lead by example. 

They see us and they see how we treat other 

people. We’re not constantly lecturing them. 

The best thing we can do is show our kids 

this is what marriage is like – this is what it 

looks like. It’s important to show that unit. 

Boys look up to that and girls look for that,” 

Dungy says.

 Lauren points out that at many of the 

schools where they have read, children have 
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asked them if they’re “married to each other.”

 “They just don’t see that. When we tell them 

we’ve been married for 30 years, they say 

‘wow…30 years.’ It’s important to model that,” 

Lauren says.

 One of the reasons Lauren fell for Tony 

30 years ago is their shared Christian 

faith – although it took a couple months to 

really click, Lauren recalls. When she was 

introduced to the then Pittsburgh-Steelers 

defensive back, Tony Dungy, at her church in 

her hometown of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 

she was skeptical. He had a lot of attention, 

especially from girls, and Lauren – who had 

three brothers – was not interested in that 

kind of celebrity. 

 “We were introduced by my pastor, he said 

‘oh, there’s someone you ought to meet,” 

Lauren recounts.

 Finally, after some resistance, Lauren finally 

went out with Tony. And, she says, she’s glad 

that she “stopped judging the book by its 

cover.” Once they got to know each other, 

they both agree that they connected easily 

and instantly. 

 “I loved that he was proud of his faith, that 

he proclaimed his faith in god. I loved what 

he stood for. That was important to me,” 

Lauren says.

 If it was faith that brought them together, 

then it was faith that has seen them through 

the difficult times too. The opening of Quiet 

Strength paints a bleak picture of a man 

who has poured his heart and soul into a 

team and is now packing up years’ worth of 

memories in the middle of the night after 

he’s been terminated. A guard escorts him 

and it begins to rain. To multiply the direness 

of the situation, there’s a lone (albeit wet) 

photographer outside waiting to document it 

all. It’s almost legend, this Tampa story of the 

coach who gave us back our football team in 

such a graceful, honorable way – only to be 

terminated. One can’t help but wonder if a 

man of such strong faith questions it during a 

time like this? 

 “In the moment, you’re not sure. You want 

to have faith but you’re not sure. In hindsight, 

you always look back and say God had a 

plan. But at the time you’re asking: Where are 

we going? Why? Now I see a lot of things I 

couldn’t have then. Going to Indiana we met 

friends we wouldn’t have met. Our kids made 

friends…it did a lot of good things. But at 

the time you’re not sure. I think it’s natural to 

question your faith. I thought we were going 

to be here forever,” Dungy says.

While Dungy says he’ll always love football 

(even playing, stating that “there’s nothing 

like those three hours on the field…it’s very, 

very special”), he’s happy to do analysis on 

NBC’s Sunday Night Football. Along with 

being able to participate in the game without 

the grueling schedule, he chuckles that this 

is the first time he’s had three days off in a 

row. When asked if being a former coach 

influences what he may or may not say, 

Dungy admits that his experience has made 

him careful.

 “I never paid attention to the analysts 

before, but now I do. I’m a little more sensitive 

about what I’m saying as it relates to the 

coaches and players.”

 As for the future, Dungy quickly takes 

running for office or being the minister of his 

own church off the table – he says that he’s 

enjoying his life naturally as it goes, rather 

than pursuing another goal or path. (Even 

during his coaching days, Dungy says his main 

goal wasn’t to get to the Super Bowl.) As far 

as coaching, he doesn’t miss it and neither 

does Lauren.

 “This is a different season. That’s behind 

us. We enjoyed it. I certainly enjoyed it. But 

we’ve moved on and found other things 

that are just as rewarding or even more 

rewarding,” Lauren says.

 Dungy, who points to the children’s books 

he’s co-authored as one of those unexpected 

life paths, looks content and happy when he 

says that their plan is just “to listen for what 

god has for us.” 

“I never paid attention to the analysts before, but now 
I do. I’m a little more sensitive about what I’m saying 
as it relates to the coaches and players.”
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